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Introduction / Clinical problem:

• After myocardial infarction (heart cells death) some patients
develop sustained ventricular tachycardia even far away in 
time from the initial damage.

• In such patients it would be indicated to use an implantable 
cardioverter-defibrilator (ICD)

• Current risk stratification for primary prevention ICD 
implantation is based primarily on left ventricular ejection
fraction and the presence of heart failure symptoms.

• There is no electrophysiologically based risk stratification

• In this work authors try to develop a novel method for
detection and quantification of abnormal electrophysiological
substrates for arrythmia based on vectorcardiographic
analysis.



• Digitalized orthogonal electrocardiograms from 81
healthy individuals from the Intercity Digital
Electrocardiogram Alliance (IDEAL) study.

• Digitaized 12 lead electrocardiograms from 8 with prior
myocardial infarction and sustained monomorphyc
ventricular tachycardia (Beth Israel Medical Center).

Methods - Population



Methods – Signal procesing / analysis
1- Detection of origing of VCG loop for each cardiac cycle:
The mid-point along the line connecting the two points (defined as P1 and P2) that were closest

in space but significantly separated in time.



Methods – Signal procesing / analysis
2- Respiratory effect removal:
All loops were then translated in space to an arbitrary point (defined as (0,0,0). VCG loops were

then rotated and further aligned so that the lines connecting points P1 and P2 for each VCG

loop were all in the same plane. Finally, they re-scale every loop to the mean loop.



Methods – Signal procesing / analysis
3- Detection of the onset and offset of VCG loop components (P, QRS, and T, and U

loops):
To determine the onset/offset of the QRS loop, search was performed using a window around

the peak of the spatial QRS vector (vector modulus).



Methods – Signal procesing / analysis
4- Measurement of the speed, curvature, and planarity of the heart vector movement

during ventricular depolarization :

Each QRS loop was divided into 10 equal segments. To calculate the speed of heart vector movement

during the each QRS segment, the distance traveled by the heart vector along the QRS loop during each

of the 10 segments was measured in three- dimensional space, and divided by 1/10th of the QRS

duration.

Curvature, a measure of how much the VCG loop deviated from a straight line at a given point was

calculated as follows:

Where r’(t) is the derivative of the 3-dimensional VCGloop (defined by the time parameterized function

r(t)=<x(t), y(t), z(t) > at time t, and T’(t) is the derivative of the unit tangent vector T(t) at time t.

The average curvature across each QRS segment was used for analysis.

Orbital frequency, a scalar measure of rotation rate of the QRS vector, was calculated as a product of

velocity and curvature, averaged over each QRS segment.

Planarity (θ) was calculated as the mean of the dihedral angles between two consecutive planes for all

planes generated for the median beat. Starting from the onset of the QRS loop, each plane was

generated using 3 sample points of the QRS vector in three-dimensional space. Each of these 3
points were subse- quently shifted to generate consecutive planes.



Methods – Signal procesing / analysis

5- Filtering of VCG loops :

Filtering of VCG loops was performed with a 10Hz bandpass filter incrementally at 10–

19 Hz, 20–29 Hz, 30–39 Hz, 40–49 Hz, 50–59 Hz, 61–69 Hz, 70–79 Hz, 80–89 Hz, 90–
99 Hz, 100–109 Hz,110–119 Hz and 70–249 Hz.



Results
1- Comparison of QRS VCG loop speed in healthy participants and patients

with MI and MMVT:

Mixed regression analysis showed that across all QRS segments and across all filtering

frequencies, speed was significantly slower in VT cases tan in healthy controls.

In comparison to healthy controls, máximum speed in VT patients occurred in the first third

of the QRS.



Results
2a- Comparison of QRS VCG loop curvature in healthy participants and

patients with MI and MMVT :

Mixed regression analysis showed that across all QRS segments and all range of
frequencies, curvature was smaller in VT cases than in healthy controls



Results
2b- Comparison of QRS VCG loop curvature in healthy participants and

patients with MI and MMVT :

In healthy controls, QRS curvature was inversely related to QRS speed, with the
minimum curvature observed at the time of the fastest QRS vector movement. A
direct correlation between velocity and curvature was observed in VT patients.

Filtered QRS loops revealed prominent beat-to-beat variation in ventricular
conduction in VTpatients, but not in healthy controls.

Healthy VT



Results
3-Comparison of QRS VCG loop orbital frequency in healthy participants and

patients with MI and MMVT:

Orbital frequency across all QRS segments and all frequency bands was
significantly higher in healthy controls compared to patients with MMVT.



Results
4- Comparison of QRS VCG loop planarity in healthy participants and patients

with MI and MMVT:

In healthy controls, QRS loops rotated predominantly in a single plane, but in patients with

MI and MMVT, QRS loops rotated throug hmultiple planes, forming a “cloud”.

Mixed regression analysis demonstrated that, across all frequencies, averaged planarity was

larger in the MMVT group by 3.61 degrees.



Discussion

• “ We demonstrated that measurement of speed, curvature, orbital frequency

and planarity angle of the heart vector movement throughout the QRS is

possible, meaningful, and can discriminate between healthy controls and

patients with prior MI and MMVT.”

• “ Our results suggest that the heart vector movement throughout the QRS

VCG loop may provide a non-invasive, quantifiable, and meaningful

surrogate for intramyocardial conduction velocity, with multiple áreas of

slow and variable conduction in VT patients which are not present in

healthy controls.”



Limitations

• Mentioned in the paper: Patients with post-MI scar and MMVT may have

significant non-dipolar components (?) which are better identified using

body Surface potential maps, rather than surface ECG.

• As they do not include infarcted patients without arrythmia it would not be

correct to affirm that the characteristics described in the paper are specific

to VT patiens.



Thank you!


